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METHODS

Most research projects in science and engineering deal with linear systems that are
predictable. However, almost every system in the world is unpredictable or chaotic — the
patterns of weather, the way water drips from a faucet, the rhythm of our beating hearts. When
a linear model is applied to a chaotic system, the results will be highly inaccurate. By studying
chaos we can more efficiently predict behaviors within real world systems.

Three different pendulum set-ups were used.

A pendulum, shown below, is an ideal system to study because linear, non-linear, and chaotic
motions can all be observed. A pendulum is a weight suspended from a pivot so that it can
swing freely. By changing the parameters and the initial conditions of this system, and
introducing a driving force, all of these motions can be produced.

RESULTS

The first one was a simple pendulum that allowed the
length, mass, and energy (initial angle) of the system to
be adjusted. This setup made changing the length and
measuring the release angle easy.
● Study of Linear Motion — The pendulum moves
basically along a straight line. Shows basic patterns.
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● Study of Non-linear Motion — A motion with more
complex paths, components of horizontal and vertical
motion. Shows complex patterns.
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Non-linear Motion
● One input produces one output
● Behavior is unpredictable
● Simple patterns are observed (parabolic, quadratic, etc.)
Chaotic motion
● Very sensitive to initial conditions
● Behavior is unpredictable
● Complicated patterns that are not always apparent are observed

The two different setups were used to test how mass, length, energy (initial angle), and
equilibrium points (changed by adding a magnet) affected the period of the pendulums. We
measured the period in all of our experiments using a photogate. We then graphed the data
and found trends.

Experiment 3 & 4: Period vs. Initial Angle
The purpose was to see how the system changed
when more energy was put into it. The initial angle
affects energy because the pendulum's mass (the
ball) is moved farther away from its resting point.
The period was measured as the initial angle was
changed. In a second experiment a ball starting at
90° was allowed to oscillate through many cycles.
A video was captured and periods were measured
using a video tracker. For both, the initial angle
increased so did the period, but there were
different behaviors for low angles (linear) and high
angles (nonlinear) in our system.

The third setup was a mobile pendulum that included two
magnets on its base. Ball bearings under the base
allowed the device to roll freely with minimal friction. A slot
through the support allows attachment to a shaker which
provided the driving force. As the pendulum was excited
by the shaker at increasingly higher frequencies, the
motion was recorded using slo-motion video capabilities
of an iPhone. An open source video tracker program
(https://physlets.org/tracker) was used to record the
positions of both the pendulum and the structure so that
the relative motion of the pendulum could be determined.

Experiment 5: Period vs. Magnet Distance
The objective was to see how a magnet‘s distance
from the equilibrium point of a flexure pendulum
affects the period. At farther magnet distances
(3-5 inches) the period was largely unaffected but
for closer distances (1-2 inches) the behavior
changed and the period was shortened.
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CONCLUSION

● Learn how to properly design and conduct an experiment
● Observe how different parameters (mass, length, initial angle) affect the period of a simple
pendulum
● Understand the relationship between non-linearity and chaos
● Use what was learned about pendulums to create a chaotic system
● How behavior changes as the frequency changes and observe some chaotic
motion.

The goal of our research is to see how the length, initial angle, and mass affect the period of
oscillation and general behavior of various pendulums, with the hope of creating and studying
a chaotic system. At this point, we have created three pendulums:
● A simple pendulum
● A flexure pendulum
● Mobile Pendulum
With these pendulums, linear, non-linear, and chaotic behaviors have been observed.
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Experiment 6: Driven Pendulum
The purpose was to determine the range of
frequencies that produce non-chaotic and chaotic
motion. The graphs on the right show data when
the shaker was set at 6 Hz. Chaotic motion is
shown because there is no regular pattern,
although the approximate equilibrium point can be
seen in the graph of Relative Velocity vs. Relative
Position (darker region). This motion came on
suddenly as the frequency was slowly increased,
demonstrating the feature of chaos that when an
input is changed slightly, completely different
behavior results.

Experiment 5

Linear Motion
● One input produces one output
● Behavior changes predictably
● An obvious pattern is observed
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Experiment 4

The graph on the right, showing angular speed vs. angle, represents both
linear and non-linear pendulum relationships. The circles near the center
imply a linear relationship for small initial angles (energy). The outer
curves, however, imply a non-linear relationship for larger initial angles.
Created using myPhysicsLab.com

Experiment 2

Experiment 2: Period vs. Length
The objective was to see how period changed as
the length of the string was increased. The data
showed that when the string length was increased
the period also increased. The experiment’s data
set was compared to a simulator using the
equation that relates period (time) to length.
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The second setup was a flexure pendulum. It was similar
to the simple pendulum but the metal strip bends/flexes
towards the top of its swing and straightens on the way
down. This setup had more limitations, but the benefit of
this setup was that a flexure pendulum does not allow
lateral movement, making our the data easier to collect
and more accurate.

Experiment 1: Period vs. Mass
The purpose of this experiment was to see how
period changed as the ball’s mass was varied. It
was concluded that mass does not affect period
because on the graph as mass increases the
period stays the same. This is because as mass
increases the force of gravity pulling down on the
ball proportionately increases.
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